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Figure left. The network of chemical reactions.   

Figure right. A reaction driven chemical space presented with its first three eigenvectors.  

Abstract: 

21th century is undoubtedly the “BigData” era[1], especially for chemoinformatics. From 

reaction record’s aspect, there are millions of chemical reactions stored in commercial 

databases[2]. Figure left exhibits the complexity of chemical reactions via directed network. This 

number is increasing with text-mining pipelines developed to extract chemical reactions from 

patents and literatures[3]. From chemical space’s view, the cardinality of a typical screening 

compound collection from a large pharmaceutical company often exceeds one million 

substances[4], virtual compound pools are even larger. Given these data, one would presume that 

it should be easy to deliver a real chemical entity with purposed synthetic routes, i.e. synthetic 

route design[5-7]. However, despite the fact that multiple retrosynthetic computational algorithms 

are available, they are not broadly used by synthetic chemists. Here, we present our naïve 

synthetic enumeration software guided by easily accessible building blocks and commonly used, 

per se, preferred by chemists, chemical reactions with confined synthetic steps. Through our 

software, one could deliver a chemical space composed only by theoretically synthesizable 

compounds. Figure right shows a small novel product pool from ten chosen chemical reactions 

generated by our software. Automatic property calculation of reactants and products is performed 

to navigate and analyze enumerated new customized chemical space. We hope that this software 

could help to establish a rapport between computational and medicinal chemists. 
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